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A THOUGHT OR TWO 
 

It is Christmas in the heart 
that puts Christmas in the air. 
                              (W.T.Ellis) 
 
I will honour Christmas in my 
heart, and try to keep it all 
year.           (Charles Dickens) 

THE FUTURE’S BRIGHT, THE FUTURE’S  ORANGE 
The earliest Christmas I remember was in 1942.  On the 
Eve, I hung up my stocking after calling up the chimney 
to Santa and leaving my “demand” note alongside a 
bribe of a mince pie and a small sherry. It was wartime 
after all.  
 

On Christmas morning, in the toe of my stocking there 
was an orange, or maybe (my memory dims) it was a 
tangerine. That was a tradition in those days. 
 

The link between an orange and Christmas stems from 
the legend that St Nicholas (Santa Claus), under cover 
of darkness, threw purses of orange coloured gold coins 

to three maidens which they eventually used as their dowry money.  
 

Management Group’s selection of orange as the probable colour for next season’s 
kit has inspired this article.  Why did they choose orange? My curiosity was 
aroused so, as is my wont, I went on line.  Having logged on, I decided to pop in to                          
         http://www.pitchero.com/clubs/cudrrs/.  
I found fresh news on law there which proved the benefit of regular visits. 
 

Did you know that in colour psychology the positive qualities of orange are fun,  
playful, enjoyable social interaction, physical comfort, food, warmth and abun-
dance?  Orange is said to communicate friendliness, helpfulness and being ap-
proachable, the exact same qualities that all good rugby referees should have. 
Orange a suitable colour?  No question. Well chosen, Management Group!!! 
 

On the other hand, orange can come across as frivolous and not taking things    
seriously. That is not a charge that is ever likely to be levelled at CUDRRS.  
 

The seasonal message for our match officials is to be confident in your society 
colours whether they be green, blue, pink, yellow or orange. Every season. 
 

At Christmas, we often spend time reflecting on the past and looking to the future. 
2015, typical of most other years, had its ups and downs.  Happy and sad occa-
sions. Success and failure. Past issues of CONTACT are available for you to view 
on our website and will jog your memory. Log on and have a look at them. 
 

We live in a sad, troubled world of hatred, want and greed. Sport is a way to put 
aside differences, compete in safety and peace (relatively, that is) and cement 
friendships. Refereeing rugby the CUDDRS way brings smiles to many faces 
throughout Cambridgeshire and long may that continue.  
 

“Fear not!" said he, for mighty dread had seized their troubled mind.  
"Glad tidings of great joy I bring to you and all mankind”.  

 

CONTACT brings glad news for our clubs and schools. They need not fear as 
CUDRRS ends the year in fine fettle, resolved to maintain the high quality of its 
service in 2016. Enjoyment is our motivation and refereeing better for better rugby 
is our aim. We will not copy the way some laws are applied in the professional 
game which undermine the concept of fair contest for possession and wastes play 
time. We will be fair, consistent and sensitive in applying the laws in the spirit the 
grassroots want to play their sport, no less competitively but for fun and friendship. 
 

If you should find an orange in the toe of your stocking, remember CUDRRS has 
tradition too. We will be in 70 years old in 2016 and determined to appoint a com-
petent referee to all fifteen a side games when asked. May the season go like 
clockwork, aided by the orange which will make our rugby even brighter.  

 

CONTACT wishes its readers and their families a Merry Xmas and a 
very Happy New Year. Pax et gaudium in cordibus vestris.      Editor 
 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 

January Training Meeting 
TBA 

 
 

Friday,15th April 2016 
 

Annual Dinner and Ladies 
Night at Christ’s College 

Book Now 
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CHRISTMAS CAROLS 
   CONTACT offers           
   these travesty  
versions of seasonal 
songs about the role  
 of Television Match     
   Officials  (TMOs). 
  
Print off the words for     
   your family to sing  
after Christmas lunch. 
 
 

When Santa dived over the goal line,  
his team began to shout 
“He’s scored again. We’ve won the game” 
But wait .. the jury's out. 
He grounded the ball  
and that’s not all   
The touch judge saw it too   
There should be a quicker decision  
But who, but who, but who   
 

With shoulders braced the referee makes  
A square shape with his hands 
He’s gone upstairs and saying his prayers  
That someone understands 

No foot in touch  
And so as such 
“You may award the try” 
No more to be said, raises arm above head 
A score, a score, a score 

  

 
 

♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫♫ 

O Christmas Try, O Christmas Try 
Looks good but check the grounding 
The TMO will help me out  
and stop my heart from pounding 
If I should fail to get this right,  
Then my career I’ll kiss good night  
O Christmas Try, O Christmas Try, 
I fear assessor’s hounding. 
 

O Christmas Try, O Christmas Try, 
The play back is uncertain 
I must be brave and make the call 
as Cudders refs do often  
Why do I act so timidly, 
relying on technology 
O Christmas Try, O Christmas Try, 
Delay seems like desertion 
 

O Christmas Try, O Christmas Try 
I must make my decision 
The teams await with bated breath  
and crowd with much derision 
The TMO says “Award the try”,  
I raise my arm towards the sky 
O Christmas Try, O Christmas Try,                                                                                       
Thank God for television. 
 

Sometimes I wish professionals 
Would recognise integrity 
Why should decisions that I make 
Be subject to such scrutiny 
We’re on the pitch to play the game   
Be fair to both teams just the same 
The laws the law and they should know 
We do not need a TMO.  

TOP MATCH OFFICIAL (TMO) 
 

“Tops” was the adjective the Ely and Swaffham teams used to describe the refereeing of Rachel Wade when they 
met in a Eastern Counties League One match on a bitterly cold and windy day. Conditions were so unpleasant 
that the encounter could well have been dour, without much continuity and with lots of stops and starts. 
 

But it wasn’t, thanks to Rachel’s excellent referee-
ing. Both teams had been refereed by her previ-
ously and had been so impressed by her proactive 
and positive style that they had confidence in her 
ability to do a safe, fair and law respecting job. 
 

She communicated vocally with them throughout 
the match in a helpful way, not overdoing it, and 
preventing infringements which would have inter-
rupted the flow of he game. 
 

Scrums stayed up, players did too at rucks which 
were contested and produced “quick” ball. 
 

Good rapport was established with the captains and 
her decisions went unchallenged.      
 

 Tackling from both sides was hard and without 
fouls. The superior back play of Ely won them the 

victory by 41-6. At the final whistle, handshakes all round were followed by the traditional  tunnel formation and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
not just “Three cheers for the referee” but the losers added another one of their own. Happiness all round. 
 

Rachel has recaptured her best form after the birth of her daughter Katie last year and is back in the groove.  
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TOMORROW’S WORLD 
In professional sport, perfection is demanded in all things and that includes every refereeing decision.  
 

To eliminate any error by match officials, Rugby Union has already introduced a fourth set of eyes, multiple cam-
eras,  slow motion technology from all angles and big screen replays working to a World Rugby protocol that   
specifies TMO involvement.  No longer, it seems, can humans play rugby professionally and entrust another       
human to referee with integrity. The age of Robotic Officiating has come and computerization is seen as the path-
way to total accuracy.  

This search for perfection continues and a mechanical refereeing system is 
to be developed using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVS) or “drones”. They 
will be operated from control rooms by two qualified analysts and be linked 
by Wi-Fi to the Global Positioning Systems that professional players are    
already wearing to track their movements. 
 

The Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge is part of the Centre for Scientific 
Computing. That makes the RFU Laws Laboratory at Cambridge ideally         
located to carry out investigative research on the use of computerized aerial  
technology. CUDRRS may well be invited to provide analysts for testing sys-
tems that could be recommended to World Rugby. Initially, only those 
CUDRRS members who hold a pilot’s license will be considered. Other mem-
bers might be offered training and a full time postgraduate course on        
Wildlife Conservation and Unmanned Aerial Technology (UAV) Technology 
at Liverpool John-Moores University. Students will be taught how to operate 
drones for wildlife conservation research and how to analyse data obtained 
using such systems, most appropriate for top level rugby.  
 

Note:  A typical drone (pictured left) will be available in a variety of colours, 
even orange, to avoid clashing with team jerseys and the comfortable        
environment of the control room (shown left) is free of rain, wind, crowds and 
coaches. This experimental variation to traditional refereeing practice will be 

known as “Project Zanussi”, the appliance of science. 
 

A number of specific tasks has already been identified. One of the more controversial of them will be the use of the 
drone for the implementation of Law 10.6. Red or yellow laser beams could be fired from the drone and directed at 
the sanctioned player. Care must be taken to do this safely without vaporising players in Star Wars fashion.   Alter-
natively, the offender could be dismissed by announcement from a loudspeaker attached to the drone.  This loud-
speaker could also be used to communicate refereeing decisions from over the heads of players (many ref’s deci-
sions pass this way already) or each player could wear a special scrum cap fitted with earpieces. 
    

Kicking from the hand may have to be restricted in case high “up and unders” shoot the drones down. This restric-
tion could lead to the ball being passed more and the drones having to be re-designed to cope with the speed and 
movement of the play. The ball itself will contain a GPS monitor with an alarm which will sound if it is not thrown in 
straight in to the scrum or lineout. Firing the ball in by remote control from the drone will be explored. 
 

Tests will not start until the impact of drone use in the Grange Road and Barton Road areas is assessed.  Contact 
is to be made with Marshall’s Airport as it may require flight paths to be changed. The SMAC at Saffron Walden will 
be asked to consult Stansted Airport should the experiments be extended to local clubs.    
 

The RFU and World Rugby hope that this modernization of the match official decision making process will reduce 
loss of playing time when the TMO is consulted.  Professional players may be distressed at the absence of the 
physical presence of  a referee. They relish having someone to blame for their mistakes. Banksy is being asked to 
design artwork to show images of referees that will be sprayed on the advertising boards around the pitches.  
 

If these experiments succeed, recruitment of referees for the top level games should become easier. Officiating will 
take place in the comfort of the monitoring room and officials will be remote from the moans and criticisms of 
coaches and biased supporters.  The number of match officials for each fixture could be halved, reducing the costs 
to professional clubs short of cash. If sufficient savings are made, clubs may use them to develop their own robots 
to operate the drones. Redundant National Panel Match Officials would be free to return to Community Rugby 
where they would be more welcomed, trusted and appreciated and encouraged to join in the fun of sport.    
 

CONTACT invites CUDRRS members to suggest other ways to achieve 100% perfectly correct refereeing deci-
sions and ways to get players to perform without making any mistakes or infringing the law.  
 

Once Project Zanussi is completed, Project Anabolica is planned. Following disclosures about Welsh Rugby 
players and drug taking, the project will develop a simple test referees can use to check whether players have 
taken drugs illegally.  Community Rugby will sponsor this as it is anxious to prove that “Grass” roots rugby refers to 
the plant of the family Poaceae  and is no way drug related.   “Lead us not into temptation”.                                         
 

It’s all happening here in CUDRRS. If this article looks fictional to you, it is, but stranger things have happened. 

http://www.phy.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.csc.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.csc.cam.ac.uk/
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MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS 
The true meaning of Christmas has been described as a time  "to give up one's very self, to think only of others 
and how to bring the greatest happiness to others”. That could equally describe the reasons why we referee. 
 

When you have recovered from the shopping stampede, opened your presents, consumed your Christmas lunch 
and toasted absent friends and done the washing up, take time out to look back on the past year. Didn’t it fly by?   
 

For CUDRRS members, 2015 will have memories tinged with different emotion. There will be those who may 
have achieved all they set out to do or if they missed their goals have reassessed and resolved to have another 
go.  For others, 2015 had a share of life’s disappointments and, with the death of loved ones, it was a sad year.  
 

To help you reflect (without worsening your headache caused by over indulgence again) these are some of the 
events mentioned in CONTACT during the past twelve month. Should you need more help to jog your memory 
then take a look at past issues of the newsletter on our website. There might be something else of interest  too.  

 

January  Jamie Stafford died suddenly at 49 years of age. 
                          Gordon Wallace started his 30th year of refereeing with CUDRRS 
February           Craig Maxwell-Keys resumed as a RFU professional referee after fracturing his ankle  
                           in preseason training 
  CUDRSS got together socially with other Colleges Rugby volunteers at Grange Road  
March               Tony Kennedy announced as next president  of Cambridgeshire RFU 
                Spike Dewing returned after breaking a leg at Newmarket in 2014 (at rugby not the racecourse) 
              Jack Lewars and Louis Biggs refereed their first games at Levels 4 and 5 respectively.  
                    Information received that CUDRRS was formed in 1946 not 1950 as thought. 
                Baby Julian Whyall arrived. 
April        Ladies Night and Annual Dinner another success at Christ’s College.  
                 Shaun Gadsby, stalwart of Cambridge RUFC,  died at 51 years of age. 
  Tony Kennedy retired from refereeing by appointment.  Still freelance though. 
May             Editor’s celebrated 80th birthday and forty years as a CUDRRS member. 
  Seminar on Concussion held at Shelford RUFC. Video posted on CUDRRS website. 
                          Cambridgeshire RFU Finals Day at Newmarket RUFC  
June            RFU Working Group on Future of Refereeing “Match Officials Challenge” meeting at Shelford. 
  Mike Bragg called for our referees to give better hand signals.  
July     Owen Chadwick, former Master of Selwyn College and British Lion in 1936,  died aged 99. 
  

August             Excitement grew as Rugby World Cup neared. 
                          CUDRRS connections with RWC match officials and volunteers identified.  
September     Trial of six points try and two points penalty goal began in Welsh Principality Premiership  
  Monthly meeting addressed by Steve Drawbridge and Cy Philp aimed at improving relationships 
  and understanding of the roles of referees and coaches on match days. 
October       England depart RWC at Group stage. 
  Alan Biggs, RFU Referee Development Officer, died aged 52. 
   Dr John Owen, CURUFC Medical Officer on tours of Japan, Thailand, Taiwan, Korea, USA and   
  South Africa, died.  
November       Jonah Lomu, legendary All Black, died at age of 40 years. 
                         Ron Griggs, Cantabrigians RUFC, died at 91 years 
December Quiz Night well attended as were all monthly meetings this year.  
  At Twickers, John Hanlon and David Norman celebrated their 25 years of refereeing by watching 
  the CURFC Women’s team win a historic Varsity match.  
                          2015 ended with a struggle to appoint to all matches and with hopes for a better 2016. 

FEN BLOW  
Cambridgeshire Rugby needs more referees. The RFU’s Level 2 course - Refereeing the 15-a-side 
game - provides a solid introduction to refereeing and will equip successful candidates with the skills 
and confidence to do so effectively.                                                                                                                                                 
 

A course for prospective Fen Blowers will be held at Kings School, Ely on Sundays, 6th and 13th March 2016. 
 

There is an earlier course scheduled at Wymondham RFC, Tuttles Lane East, on 7th and 21st February 2016 
from 9.15 am to 4.15 pm. Cost £50. 
 

Both courses are suitable for people, men and women, young (over 14) or older, who have never refereed before 
but are ready to give it a try.  It is hoped the courses will prove attractive to many budding referees.           
 

CUDRRS members are asked to go into active recruitment mode and advertise these events.  The courses can 
be booked through the RFU website     http://www.englandrugby.com/my-rugby/courses/search/#/results 
 

Further information can be obtained from any member of CUDRRS Management Group.      
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WHEN TILLEY MET WIDDY 
Recognise any one? Readers of the last issue should as the 
person second from the left is John Widdowson who   
is the Match Official Development Officer for the Midlands 
area. He introduced himself to CUDRRS at our meeting in 
November as reported in CONTACT.  
 

The fellow on the right should need no introduction. It is one 
of our Honorary Members, Dick Tilley, formerly the Director 
of the Cambridge University RFU Laws Laboratory. 
 

The occasion was the awarding of a Postgraduate Diploma in 
Professional Development (Coaching Rugby Union) to John 
by Hartpury College at a ceremony in Gloucester Cathedral.   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
 

The photo appeared in the November edition of RFU Touchlines.  
 

The basis for his studies was the RFU Level Four coaching award for which RFU Coach Developers, Nick Scott 
and Dick Tilley are tutors and examiners. Next step for John is the Masters degree in Professional Development 
(Coaching Science) at Hartpury.  
 

CUDRRS looks forward to benefitting from the knowledge and expertise John has accumulated and to his support 
for our aim to achieve Better Refereeing for Better Rugby. 

FROZEN ASSE(SSMEN)TS 
 

 

This article is not seeking sympathy but simply understanding from our referees.       
Spare a thought for those of our members who go out to watch, assess and advise 
you. Standing on the touchline in biting winds in wintertime is no picnic.  
 

For the more elderly adviser, keeping warm has to be a priority. Self preservation is 
essential and Mike Bragg offers these suggestions to his fellow geriatrics about how 
to keep warm. They are based on his vast personal experience. Mike recommends 
 

Battery heated gloves - charged up from  a car’s 12V socket. 
 

Battery heated body warmer - also charged up from the car. Remember to top up 
the charge at half time. 
 

Binoculars - watch a game from the warmth of the car. At several grounds, if the 
junior pitch is remote from the car park, one can drive round to a nearby parking 
spot, perhaps one used by the groundsmen. 
 

Secateurs - there are hedges at a few grounds in which one can cut a hidey-hole for 
protection from the worst of the elements. I have pioneered this at Newmarket (the 
far hedge), Shelford allotments and over the road at Ely.  
(N.B. College groundsmen do not seem to be too keen on this measure.) 
 

Strategic use of the terrain - at Wisbech and Cantabs one can lie in the ditch to get 
out of the wind and watch the game from ground level, again using binos.  
Good for the observing the breakdown and try awards! 
 

Dictaphone plus throat mike - so you don't need to remove gloves to write things 
down. Alternatively use a stylus with a tablet. 
 

Fisherman's Friends - the Wasps Rugby team are fanatical about them. The 

powerful flavour obviously helps toughen them up before a match.  
 

Hip Flask - have replenishment ready in the car.  
 

So if referees should be considering what to buy the assessors for Christmas, there are plenty of ideas in Mike’s 
list. Gifts will not be considered as bribes and will not have any bearing on future reports or gradings. 

 

CONTACT, whose editor has to declare a vested interest, offers this shopping guidance.   
Best brands of binoculars and secateurs include Zeiss and Swarovski and Wilkinson Sword 
or Spear and Jackson. 
 

Fishermen’s Friend Original Extra Strong Lozenges 25g cost about £5 for a pack of 6. 
 

Blended or Malt Scotch works equally as well in keeping the cold out. Any brand will be gratefully re-
ceived in the spirit it is given.     
 

On behalf of the frozen brigade, Cheers and a Happy New Year to you all!!  
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FESTIVE FINALE 
 

It was a test and taste session. Two dozen members turned up to the December meeting ready to have their 
knowledge of Rugby tested and eager to taste the Christmas fare provided. Here, Chairman Charles guards the 
grub and leads the wave of hands to send seasonal goodwill to CONTACT’s readers everywhere. There are a few 

more folk behind the camera. 
 

Mike Bragg looks pleased to see his 
call to referees to give clear hand sig-
nals has been acted upon.    
 

By a further show of hands, it was 
decided that members would be able 
to tackle the quiz better with a full   
stomach than an empty one.  The 
buffet was thus declared open. 
 

The examination by the M.O.(Mulley 
and Osborne) covered five areas. 
The first four were rugby related and 
the fifth a “Name that Tune” exercise. 
  

A warm up session focussed on     
general knowledge of Rugby in which 
Steve Cardy excelled with his recall of 
historical dates.  
  

Questions on the Rugby World Cup 
since 1987 identified the Rugby     
anoraks in the society. But who was 

the first player to be red carded in a RWC tournament? Thankfully, James Pepper had a smart phone to hand and 
named Huw Richards (Wales) in 1987 in the semi-final against New Zealand.  It was needed again to check that 
Janie Hendrik de Bier, the Springbok fly-half, kicked five drop goals against England in the 1999 tournament in 
Paris so knocking England out of the competition. In 2015, it was Wales’ and Australia’s turn to do so. 
 

Let it not be said that CUDRRS referees are not literary animals. Sessions Three and Four proved that they are 
certainly well read. No doubt their Christmas presents will include another biography/autobiography of a Rugby 
player and referee. Guy gave clues to the name of the subjects of 15 books. Spike Dewing and Ben Whyall knew 
them all.  The surprise of the evening was to learn that front row forwards can read and write. Two books were 
credited to Bobby (The Duke) Windsor and Adam (Bomb) Jones.  Wonders never cease. 
 

The very competitive Roy Philips, ever keen to do well, asked several times for the questions to be repeated.  

Those at the meeting obviously study their Law Books regularly as the rate of correct answers to questions about 
incidents In Goal was high. Players can have confidence in the accuracy of the decisions they make there. 
 

The came the music round that Guy explained was a test of speedy recognition and decision. He likened it to the 
speed of thought and action needed to referee the breakdown competently. Five minutes, fifty pieces of music to 
listen to and identify the performer and composer. The DJ went into action and the competitors scribbled like mad 
to keep up.   From Bohemian Rhapsody, through Shirley Bassey, Ivor Novello, Robbie Williams, Ravel, Sting, 
Benny Hill, Des O’Connor, Status Quo, Elton John, Puccini etc etc.......   An eclectic mix just like CUDRRS.  
A very good night was had by all. 

NOT MANY PEOPLE KNOW THAT 
 

Can any person who brings on the tee for a conversion of a try hold the ball for the kicker in windy conditions? 
Law 9.B.1(c) and Definitions 
 

A player jumps up to touch the ball to prevent a penalty goal being scored. Decision? 
Law 9.A. 2(d) 
 

A player drop kicks the ball in the field of play. It goes over the opponent’s cross bar and between the goal posts. 
However, before it does a defender manages to jump up and touch the ball in flight. Decision? 
No law. The touching of a ball in flight does not affect any successful conversion, penalty goal or dropped goal. 
 

And finally one that all coaches of Premiership clubs do know but won’t admit to it freely. 
It is front rows who determine whether the scrum stays up or collapses on engagement, before the ball is put in or 
when contriving a wheel. It is coaches who advise whether to play for a penalty at the scrummage or concentrate 
on winning possession and using it.  It is not referees that cause the problem. They just have to clear up the 
mess players create and then get stick from the media for doing so. We are with you Craig M-K.   
Law of diminishing returns  - Carry on and watch the crowds get smaller. (Time to change the tactics pro’s.)  
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WALES WATCHING 
The 68th clash between Cambridge University and Mickey Steele Bodger’s XV was refereed by Neil Hennessey, 
one of the elite team of Welsh match officials. This appointment was some consolation for the postponement of the 
Heineken match between Toulon and Bath  ten days earlier. Neil had been due to assist Nigel Owens in this fix-
ture. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Neil is shown here in the perfect position to watch fellow Welshman, Jamie Roberts, score his first try for the Blues. 
He was equally alert and in the right position to watch Don Stevens, the Blues skipper, score his try from a quickly 
taken penalty from 5 metres out.  Overall, Neil did an excellent job showing coolness, clarity and confidence.  
 

Each side crossed for five tries in the final score of 36 - 33 in favour of the students which meant that Assistant 
Referees Rowan Kitt and Dave Howell did plenty of running from behind the posts to half way.  
 

In the March issue of CONTACT, Neil’s refereeing of the Irish Wolfhounds versus England Saxon match in Cork 
was mentioned. He had been slated by some in the media for insisting the ball was thrown in straight to the scrum 
and that the engagement process was followed properly by both teams. The game had taken some time to get 
flowing as players ignored his requests.  CUDRRS members supported his actions. We would do the same.  
 

When he was a student here he refereed some College games for us and also when he returned as a supporting 
vice president of Crawshay’s Welsh playing against the Blues. Neil won his Blue as a prop in 1999 and played for 
Pontypridd.  
 

Bodger’s was indeed a happy return for him and his refereeing won acclaim from three pals up for their thirtieth  
Bodger’s match. They were members of the Harlow, Upper Clapton and Bishops Stortford clubs. They were im-
pressed by his fitness and speed and surprised to learn that he had played in the front row.    
 

Maybe props turned referees have a better understanding of the nitty gritty of the game, conserve their energy by 
not chasing after lost causes and save themselves for the occasional sprint.  Ex prop members feel free to com-
ment and other props  consider taking up refereeing.   CUDRRS is ready to engage with you.  

FAREWELL TO RON 
On the day that Grange Road was the focus of a social gathering of rugby aficionados from Cambridgeshire and  
beyond, a few miles away at the Cambridge City Crematorium, Cantabs players past and present were gathering 
to pay their respects and say farewell to Ron Griggs.  Ron was described in his obituary as a rugby stalwart and an 
apostle of the Old Cantabrigians R.U.F.C. How true. When in good health and active he was a dedicated supporter 
of Cantabs, with and without the “OB” title. 
 

Those CUDRRS members who refereed the Old Boys club at Sedley Taylor Road will recall Ron as someone who 
greeted them warmly with a smile. He was always ready to give them support by running the line and did this for 
many seasons encouraged by his great friend and CUDRRS member, the late Geoff Cresswell.  
 

They were regulars at their local, the Queen Edith pub on Wulfstan Way, to which they occasionally cycled post 
match after being hospitable to the referee of the day in true Cantabs fashion.  
 

Rugby clubs often have an unforgettable and lovable character who enhances their image and reputation.  
Ron was one of these and died at the age of 91.   Rest in peace, old friend. 

CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.  
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited. 

 

Please send your comments, views etc by email to:  
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 Readers are asked to share this newsletter with non members who might be interested in knowing more about our 
Society. SMACs are asked to forward CONTACT to officials of the clubs they are assigned to. 
 



 

IT’S A PANTOMIME 
 

Now showing at a Premiership ground near you and on TV. 
 

THE FAIRY TALE PACK 

 
 

Plot: King Eyearbee, ruler of World Rugby, faces a serious dilemma. Giant Pro-game threat-
ens to destroy the spirit of Rugby, the purpose of the scrum and the credibility of the throw in. 
Cinderella from the Community is upset and bemused because the King fails to control the 
Giant and allows the brute to do as he pleases and ignore the law of the land. The King’s 
referees appear helpless or unwilling to enforce the law as he has decreed.  
        

The King in desperation calls in the Walt Disney Company to design measures to defeat the 
Giant’s evil intent, a coup d'état. Walt’s first idea fails as, despite removing “Pause”, scrums  
remain a Mickey Mouse affair and continue to collapse and be reset.   Throws in remain 
crooked, so he turns to the Brothers Grimm for better ways to make the refereeing of the 
scrums “Whiter than Snow”. They select a small sized pack to conduct experimental       
variations and they trial vertical scrummaging so the referee can easily see whether the ball 
is thrown in straight or not. Disrespect for the law will lead to disunion of the kingdom. 
 

Act One - The King’s subjects become bored with reset scrums. Attendances at court drop. 
His referees appear to be in a trance. Have they been infected by materiality?   
 

Act Two - Cinderella to protect her family’s integrity and honour challenges Giant Pro-game. 
 

Act Three - Gallant Prince Amateur rides to the aid of Cinderella and her Community. He    
persuades the King to restore credibility to the scrum to keep the rugby world in union. 
 

Final Act - The King comes to his senses and raises his standard. The top referees are 
forced to open their eyes and apply the law. Giant Pro-game is cut down to size and the true 
purpose of the scrum is restored. Cinderella gets to the ball and able to compete fairly.  
  

And they all live happily ever after ................ but then this is a fairy tale!!!!. 
 

Script quote: 
Grumpy (back row) to Doc (hooker)   
"We’re ready to crouch and bind now but where's our new Number 8?                   
Doc to Grumpy    
" The ref’s sent him to the bin, again.  That's ‘Punchy’ for you!"           Ho! Ho! Ho! 
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